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Abstract—Yogyakarta is always flooded by tourists both domestic and foreign. Malioboro street corridor, from Tugu Station to Keraton Yogyakarta, is one of the most visited tourism area in Yogyakarta. However, Ahmad Dahlan's corridor as one of the important access that link the tourism area reduces its identity by the declining quality of its outdoor space. The analysis techniques are spatial behavior analysis, character appraisal and walkthrough analysis. The study found that declining quality of the outdoor space, such as lack of identity and sustainable street furniture that supports the activities of visitors in tourism areas. In this case, the linkage design, as a transition must be able to show the identity of the corridor to connect the surrounding area visually and spatially.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Yogyakarta is the second largest tourism destination in Indonesia. It always flooded by tourists both domestic and foreign. Malioboro street corridor, from Tugu Station to Keraton Yogyakarta, is one of the most visited tourism area in Yogyakarta. Ahmad Dahlan corridor is one of the important access that link the tourism area [1]. It linked the tourism area and its parking area on the west side of the corridor (figure 1). The corridor located right in the corner of Yogyakarta’s zero-point axis together with 3 other major corridors.

The declining quality of Ahmad Dahlan’s outdoor space badly reduces its identity, and it weakened its linkage to the surrounding areas, even its own parking zone was not "connected" to the main tourism area. Ngabean parking zone as an official parking zone for the tourism areas itself actually existed there for a long time. The main problem for this tourism areas is that there is no transitional space for visitors who come from outside this area. Visitors who park their cars or take a tourist bus to Ngabean parking zone did not greeted by a clear direction to the tourism areas. For this reason, it’s important to identify the quality linkage of Ahmad Dahlan corridor.

Figure 1. Ahmad Dahlan corridor (red) as a transition between tourism areas (orange) and its supporting area (yellow).

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The image of the city in the strategic area determines Ahmad Dahlan road as a corridor that implies the image of culture and passive tourism activities as mentioned in Rencana Tata Ruang Wilayah (RTRW) Kota Yogyakarta 2010-2029 [1].

The walkthrough analysis technique is used to analyze urban quality and the problems of a design done by walking along the road and recording its observations using graphical methods (photographs or drawings). Spatial Behavior analysis is an observation by following people activities (static and dynamic) and recording them in maps and diagrams. Used to understand how the physical aspects of an environment affect social activity and behavior by recording the use of urban space by the community. The results of this analysis in the form of activity maps or behavior maps and diagrams along with explanations. Character Appraisal analysis is an analysis technique used to identify areas that have strong character and high authentication [2].

The city as a physical environment has various aspects that can lift, develop and characterize the city itself, such as historical value and other factual aspects that produce identities for the city. In this study, paths are the most important elements to find linkage with walkthrough analysis. Paths are circulation routes that people typically use to make movements in general, such as roads, main
aisles, transit roads, and others. Paths have a better identity if they have large basic goals (e.g., stations, monuments, squares, etc.), and there are strong visions (e.g., facades, trees, etc.), or clear bends [3].

According to Kevin Lynch in Good City Form (1979), identity is the extent to which a person can recognize or recall a place as being distinct from other places as having vivid, or unique, or at least a particular, character of its own [4].

III. METHOD

The data collection method used is to conduct interview and field survey, to see the quality of the linkage of the studied corridor. The study area is a 930 meters outdoor space in Ahmad Dahlan corridor. The data analysis techniques are spatial behavior analysis, walkthrough analysis and character appraisal.

The walkthrough analysis used to identify the linkage of the studied corridor, the technique is carried out to obtain a description of design issues on the Ahmad Dahlan corridor and help to establish the extent of the problem to determine the next step in solving the problem in the corridor.

The spatial behavior analysis used to find the outdoor space of Ahmad Dahlan corridor that mostly and highly used by pedestrians. The observation time divided into two section, first observation is 12.45 pm at noon and second observation is 16.30 pm at afternoon, not only weekdays but also on holidays. The selection of these hours is based on community activities and outdoor space users.

And the character appraisal analysis used to identify linkage and specific identity of the Ahmad Dahlan corridor. One of the process of this analysis is to identify buildings character and its outdoor space.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Walkthrough Analysis

The identification and analysis of Walkthrough analysis found that visually and spatially outdoor space of Ahmad Dahlan corridor are still not well ordered. The study also found the grouping of building facades with similar style. Colonial architectural style is found in many buildings on the east side of the Ahmad Dahlan corridor, but also spread along the corridor although the number is not much.

The western intersection that connected to the Ngabean parking area is the entrance for Ahmad Dahlan corridor and the surrounding tourist area, but visually there is no visible identity to the existence of the corridor. Tourist were left "surprised" by the large tourism area at the other end of the corridor, without any reception area or opening area before. The sidewalk area meets the minimum standards and there is no bike paths yet. The convenience of pedestrians is disrupted by the presence of tent stalls (PKL) at some pavement points, leaving only about 20% of pedestrian street space. This can be worsened when there is a vehicle (motorcycle) parked on the sidewalk during high season. Zebra Cross are exist around the zero point of Yogyakarta, many people use it though no crossing lights and the paint marker has faded.

B. Spatial Behavior

The observation devided into two section times. 12.45 pm is chosen because the average is a break or lunch time where people usually go or exercise in the outdoors for rest or foraging. On holidays at 12.45 pm is also an average time in which many tourists are in the outer space of this area. The second observation time is at 16.30 pm, it is chosen based on the average hours (of work, school for children, or retail activities such as workshops, banks, and others) begin to gradually close or go home and see more activities in the outdoor space of the corridor. In addition, the tourists who are in the tourism area mostly choose time around 16.30 pm to "get ready" to go back to their hotels, vehicles, or homes before "maghrib", which for most people of Indonesia it is the time to go home.

The respondents divided into two range of age. Age 35 and under is categorized as a junior user, and age 36 and above is categorized as a senior user. The sample is taken by observing and recording the human activities that exist within the corridor, with a maximum span of 30 minutes on every 1st observation on the outer space of the corridor as a whole, then the average existing activity is inserted into the keymap image as colored dots (red and green).
From the diagram (Table 2) shows the spread of the use of space outside the corridor Ahmad Dahlan street not only a lot located in the eastern area, which is at the “Titik Nol kota Yogyakarta”, but also spread to the middle area of the corridor.

The junior user type is larger in terms of the percentage of presence around “Titik Nol” area. Most of them are domestic tourists who deliberately came to Yogyakarta for a vacation and see the tourist area.

Some other activities occupy the middle area of this corridor, precisely located around the area "Ragam Kriya", a place that sells various types of batik, handicrafts, and culinary typical city of Yogyakarta, so that many domestic tourists and foreign tourists come to this place.

Along the outer space of the corridor there are many seasonal traders, such as batik traders, souvenir merchants, food and beverage merchants only open during holidays or long holidays. It lies along the corridor from the east to the middle area.

Some street vendors are seen in the Titik Nol kota Yogyakarta (Yogyakarta point zero) area. Almost all of them are merchants with wheelbarrows that are easily to move.

The open space in Titik Nol kota Yogyakarta (Yogyakarta point zero) area becomes the most used area on a holiday.
The Spatial Behavior identification and analysis found the existence of activity points from the surrounding community and the corridor users directly affected by the increasing function of Ahmad Dahlan corridor. Weekends and holidays is the time when there is the most activity in the outdoor space of Ahmad Dahlan corridor, mostly are in the area Ragam Kriya (in the center of the corridor) and in the Point Zero of Yogyakarta city.

**TABLE 4. SPATIAL BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial Behavior Analysis Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Potential.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• With various types of activities in the Ahmad Dahlan corridor, it shows its potential of having dedicated outdoor spaces which can be used as a centralized area of activity such as a relaxation area, selling souvenirs area, park or open public space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problems.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• With so many different types of activities on the outdoor space of the Ahmad Dahlan corridor that have been described earlier, the apparent problems are the lack of arrangement of the outdoor space and its activities, causing the corridor to be not organized, such as food stalls or street vendors that use up pedestrian paths or even the road.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**C. Character Appraisal**

The Character Appraisal analysis shows the conditions of elements inside the studied corridor.

**TABLE 5. THE OUTDOOR ELEMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outdoor Elements Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pedestrian Access</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The corridors can be accessed from end to end by walking, but sometimes in several places, pedestrian access is used by hawkers activity and motorcycle parking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pedestrian Crossings</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The distance between crossings with each other on road corridors Ahmad Dahlan is still more than 200 meters, has not met the standard between 120 meters to 180 meters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parks or Green Open Spaces</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not many green open spaces exist in this corridor, its presence does not show any identity from the surrounding area.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By combining the result of spatial behavior analysis and the Character Appraisal analysis, researcher found that outdoor space of Ahmad Dahlan corridor has 3 groups of zones in which there are types of buildings that can broadly indicate the identity of each zone, but the arrangement of its outdoor space elements are still not in accordance with the condition of the identity of the region.

**V. CONCLUSION**

Condition of the Ahmad Dahlan’s corridor identity itself did not appear at this time. It takes a restructuring and enhancing the identity to be able to meet the imagery needs in the existing corridor. Existing corridors are said to be plain or do not reveal their identity as receiving corridors. Users did not given any information about the tourism area at the end of its corridor. Besides, the identity identification shows that there are some old buildings with colonial and traditional influence but did not highlighted in this corridor.

The condition of connectedness or linkage of the outdoor space in this corridor is still very irregular. Many pedestrian access are cut off by other types of activities. Visually connectedness is also not visible because of the absence of outdoor space elements that interconnecting the corridor’s identity.

Spatial restructuring on Ahmad Dahlan corridor is important, considering its potential as a linkage for the

Lightings

Even this corridor is located in the center of Yogyakarta’s tourism area, the lightings in this entire corridor are street standard lightings with no ornaments on it. Different from Malioboro street that have pedestrian oriented lightings with traditional ornamental design.
whole tourism areas and its parking zone can bring a huge economic improvement into surrounding areas. As a transition area, this corridor must be able to clarify its linkage and its identity [4], so it will connect the surrounding area both visually and spatially.
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